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Abstract: In this paper, we are concerned with algorithms for deployed sensor nodes over a long period of time (e.g., moni-
scheduling the sensing activity of sensor nodes that are deployed toring the radiation level or temperature of a source at a given
to sense/measure point-targets in wireless sensor networks using location in a remote/inaccessible area). The intensity of such a
information coverage. Defining a set of sensors which collectively physical quantity to monitor typically decays with distance. A
can sense a target accurately as an information cover, we propose target is said to be 'covered' if a sensor individually (or a set of
an algorithm to obtain Disjoint Set of Information Covers (DSIC), sensors collectively) can measure (i.e., sense) the target with
which achieves longer network life compared to the set of certain acceptable accuracy. A set of nodes which collectively
covers obtained using an Exhaustive-Greedy-Equalized Heuristic can sense a target in the network with acceptable accuracy is
(EGEH) algorithm proposed recently in the literature. We also referred to as a cover for that target. In the case of multiple
present a detailed complexity comparison between the DSIC and targets in the network, a set of nodes which together can
EGEH algorithms. sense all the targets in the network with acceptable accuracy
Keywords - Sensor activity scheduling, physical coverage, is referred to as a coverfor the network. There can be several
information coverage, network lifetime. such network covers feasible for a given number of targets

and sensor nodes in the network (referred to as set offeasible
I. INTRODUCTION covers). The network ceases to be of any use if there are no

Recent advances in the area of embedded systems and feasible covers left in the network, indicating end of network

wireless communications have enabled the development of life. With the availability of only a finite amount of battery
small-sized, low-cost, low-power sensor nodes that can com- power in sensor nodes (replacing or recharging of batteries in

municate over short distances wirelessly. In addition to their sensor nodes are often not possible in such applications), it is

traditional sensing function, these sensor nodes can perform of significant interest to retain sensor coverage in the network

processing and communications functions. The processing and for the longest possible time.
communication functions embedded in these sensor nodes The sensor coverage problem has been investigated by many

in the literature [4]-[12]. In most of the above studies, theessentially allow networking of these nodes, which in turn can . .m .
facilitate sensing function to be carried out in remote/hostile coverage model used is physical coverage, where a point-
areas. A network of sensor nodes (often referred to as a target is said to be covered by a sensor if the target is located

wireless sensor network) can be formed by densely deploying within the physical coverage radius (PCR) of that sensor.
PCR of a sensor is defined as the maximum distance betweena large number of sensor nodes in a given sensing area, from

where the sensed data from the various sensor nodes are the sensor and the target up to which the sensor can sense
the target with acceptable accuracy. More recently Wang ettransported to stations which are often located far away from g y y, g

the sensing area [1],[2]. Energy is consumed in the sensor al, in [4], have proposed a new coverage model, termed as

nodes for the purpose of sensing as well as communication. information coverage, which is based on estimation theory
Several studies in the literature have addressed the issue of to exploit collaboration among multiple sensors to accurately

minimizing the energy spent for the purpose of communication sense a target even if that target falls outside the PCR of all

(e.g., energy efficient rout [3) In thise weuaddes the sensors. That is, even if a target is not physically covered,te. energy efof r rth puros of sensing, focusin on it can be information covered through multiple sensors collab-

energy efficent algorthms for schedulng the sensingci orating to make an accurate estimation of the target. Furtherenrg efiin algritm fr sceuln th sesigacivt extenldin£ their work on information coverage, they proposed aof sensor nodes using Information Coverage [4]. e
Sqeveral interesting applications of wireless sensor networks three-step heuristic in [12], referred to as Exhaustive-Greedy-

Equalization Heuristic (EGEH) to obtain information coversinvove ertinhysial uanityor henoeno ata gven for scheduling the sensing activity of sensor nodes, allowing
location (referred to as a target) to be monitored using the

up to Kmax sensor nodes to collaborate for achieving infor-
This work was supported in part by the Indo-French Centre for Promotion mation coverage. Through simulation results, they showed that

of Advanced Research, New Delhi, under Project 2900-IT. the network lifetime achieved using their information coverage
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based EGEH algorithm is better than the physical coverage
based heuristic proposed by Slijepcevic and Potkonjak in [8].

In this paper, we take the information coverage approach in -
[4] and propose a heuristic for obtaining disjoint information
covers, which we refer to as Disjoint Set Information Covers 3

(DSIC) algorithm, that results in longer network lifetime than T*.
the EGEH algorithm in [12]. We point out that the information
covers obtained by the EGEH algorithm are not disjoint, i.e., > 6 )
a sensor can participate in more than one cover. Because 54 )
of this, the scheduling of sensors becomes more involved
than a simple round-robin schedule. In addition, the sensors Q Physical covers i- Information covers
participating in more than one cover can end up depleting
their battery power sooner than others, leading to an early end Fig. 1. Illustration of physical covers and information covers
of network life although other sensor nodes may be left with
battery power.

Our proposed DSIC algorithm, on the other hand, generates the K different observations, yi's. Let OK denote such an
disjoint information covers (i.e., a sensor node can participate estimate of 0 using K observations. This estimate will be more
in at most one cover). The resulting disjoint information covers accurate for large K and small noise variances. Let SK denote
allow a simple round-robin schedule of sensor activation (i.e., the error in the estimation, given by
activate the covers sequentially). Further, since the sensors IK 0 SK (2)
are uniformly drained, the network lifetime achieved by our
DSIC algorithm is more than that achieved by the EGEH For the estimate to be reliable, it is desired that the probability
algorithm. We illustrate the above performance improvement that the estimation error is less than a given value to be
through examples and detailed simulations. We also present adequately large.
a detailed complexity comparison between the DSIC and A. Definition.(K, c) Information coverage
EGEH algorithms. We show that there is a cross-over between
the complexities of these two algorithms, depending on the A target is said to be (K, c) information covered, if K
number of targets, the number of sensor nodes, and the sensors collaborate to estimate the parameter 0 at the target
maximum number of nodes allowed to collaborate for sensing. such that

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section prob SK .< A) > 0 < e < 1, (3)
II presents some preliminaries on information coverage. In
section III, we present the proposed DSIC algorithm. Simu- where SK is the estimation error given by (2), and A is
lation results on performance and complexity comparison are threshold level below which estimation error is acceptable.
presented in section IV. Conclusions are presented in section Note-]: The special case of (1, e) information coverage
V. (i.e., K = 1) corresponds to physical coverage. It can also be

seen that if a target is (K, e) covered, then that target is also
II. INFORMATION COVERAGE (K + 1, e) covered.

In this section, we present the necessary preliminaries on Illustration-]: Figure 1 illustrates the physical and infor-
the estimation theory based [13] information coverage intro- mation covers in a rectangular sensing area with 3 targets
duced in [4],[12]. Consider a sensing area with K spatially {T1,T2,T3} and 7 sensors {S1,S2,... , S7}. It can be seen
distributed sensor nodes si, i = 1, 2, , K. Consider a point- that target T2 is physically covered sensor S5, and target T1
target at a known location in the sensing area. Let 0 be the is physically covered by sensor sl. In addition, target T1 is
physical quantity (or parameter) denoting the target that needs also (2, e) information covered by sensors S2 and S7. Target T3
to be measured/monitored. Let di, i = , 2, ,K denote is not physically covered, but it is (3, c) information covered
the distance between the target and sensor node si. Assume by sensors s3, S5 and s6. Sensor S4 contributes to neither
that 0 varies inversely with distance (which is true with many physical nor information coverage of any of the targets. In
physical quantities of interest, e.g., radiation level), with a summary, i) {Si,(S2,S7)} is the set of feasible covers for
decay exponent a, a > 0, such that the parameter observed at target T1, ii) {35} iS the set of feasible covers for target T2,
distance d is given by Od-'. In addition to this decay, additive and iii) {(s3, 35,S6)}is the set of feasible covers for target
noise at the sensor also corrupts the observation at the sensor T3. Consequently, {(S6 , 33,S5, 36), (S2, 37,s3, 35,S6)c} iS the
node. Accordingly, the observation of the parameter at sensor set of feasible network information covers that can cover all
node Si, is given by the targets in this illustration.

Yj Od7a + Thi, i 1, 2,.. , K. (l) B. Scheduling Sensing Activity using Covers

where m, denotes the additive noise at sensor node Si. A linear We note that the covers obtained are used to schedule the
unbiased estimator [13] can be employed to estimate 0 using sensing activity of various sensors. Our aim is to cover all the
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targets in the network. Even if one target is not covered, then using sensors S3, 34, S5 each separated from the other by d = 2
the network ceases to fulfill its sensing objective. In other as shown in Fig. 3 is 12.9 whereas the area covered by physical
words, network lifetime is defined as the time up to which coverage with these three sensors is only 37 = 9.42. Figure 4
the deployed sensors can cover all the targets in the network. shows the area covered as a function of the sensor separation
For example, in Fig. 1, if physical coverage is employed then distance d in Fig. 3 both for physical coverage (PC) as well
target T3 is not covered at all, and so the network lifetime in as information coverage (IC). From Fig. 4, it is observed that
this case is zero (i.e., the network can never sense all targets information coverage covers a larger area compared to physical
using physical coverage). On the other hand, if information coverage, A(K,e) > A(1,,) for K > 1.
coverage is used as in the above illustration in Fig. 1, then the
information covers (Sl, S3, S5, S6) and (32,37, S3,3S5 S6) can 5 =0.683, R=1, oc=1
be alternatively scheduled to sense all the targets. That is, in 45__
time slot1, senlsorsSi, 33, 35,s6 are activated, anldin time slot 4
2, sensors 52, 33, 35, 56, 37 are activated, and so on as shown 3 r <
in Fig. 2, such that this activation cycle is continued until 2.5

both the information covers become invalid (a cover is said2_:_ -5 _

to become invalid if any of the sensors in that cover is fully 1.5 s'

05_.

beo lt rntr el he ule tns nt lshetnret.ehaai,ln .5the..........................................y...........p..................

^ () ~~0.5 1 1.5 22.533.544.5 55.5 66.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.510
we address in this paper is to obtain information covers that
will result in long network lifetimes. Fig. 3. Illustration of area covered by physical coverage and information

coverage
A: Activate sensor

s,7X L A L T A , 0 III. PROPOSED DSIC ALGORITHM

s6 A A A A

S5 A A A A ------- As stated earlier, our aim is to obtain information covers
stm for scheduling sensor activity that can result in long network

4 -------n------- ~~~~lifetime. In [12], Wang et al have proposed a Exhaustive-
53 A A A A Greedy-Equalized Heuristic (EGEH) to obtain information
s2 ~A A covers. The information covers they obtained through EGEH

se A = A =v are not disjoint. That is, a sensor can participate in more than
in Fig.2,such thatthisactivationcyclet one cover. Because of this, the resulting schedule of sensor

cyclel1 cycle2 activity is more involved than a simple round-robin schedule.
__________time Disjoint set covers, where a sensor can participate in at most

Fig. 2. An illustration of scheduling the sensing activity of sensors using one cover, on the other hand, are advantageous because a
information covers in Fig. 1. simple round-robin schedule is adequate.

C. Area Covered by Information Coverage s=0.683, R=1, oc=1
Note-2. An area is said to be completely (K, e) covered if C + IC (Kmax= 3)

all the points ln the area are (K,e) covered. 16t - ICv(Kax 2)
Illustration-2: We present a comparison of the area covered ° PC (3 sensors)

by information coverage and physical coverage in Figs. 3 and 14 0 PC (2 sensors)
4. The physical coverage radius, R, is taken to be 1. This unit -- PC0(1 sensor) -~
range corresponds to a A value equal to the noise standard 12 _~
deviation i,and an e value equal to 0.683 for (1, e) coveraget
(i.e., physical coverage) in Eqn. (3) [12]. The area covered O 'e ---4 o <
by one sensor using physical coverage is then a circular area X 8 o a - -p ,
of unit radius, i.e., A(1,e=0.683) =wR2 =wr 3.14. The <,

d = 2 is shown in Fig. 3. While physical coverage in this 4L o v

case results in a covered area of 2wrR2 =2wr 6.28 (denoted - -- --------- ----- ee
by two circles each of radius R, centered at si and 32), the __________________________
(2,)ninformation coverage satisfying Eqn. (3) results in a 0 0.5c1 t 1.5o 2 2.5
larger covered area of 7.9 (area of two unit-radius circles
plus the black shaded area around the two circles in Fig. Fig. 4. Area covered by physical coverage (PC) and information coverage
3). Similarly, the area covered by (3, e) information coverage (IC). = 1, R =1, 0.683.
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The coverage problem using disjoint set of physical covers Step-I of the proposed DSIC algorithm
I Loop j: 1 < j < M

has been studied widely in the literature, where the disjoint 2 Initialize UX =$, St S
set physical cover problem has been shown to be NP-complete 3 Loop K: 1 < K < Kmax
[7], and so heuristics have been proposed to obtain disjoint set 4 VVW(K, St) ({(si,7si2 *SiK)
physical covers [7],[8],[9]. The problem of obtaining disjoint V {1 < ii < St - K + 1,
set of information covers is of interest, which has not been ii + 1 < i2 < IStj - K + 2,
addressed so far to our knowledge. We, in this section, address i + 1 . iK . St } > t
this problem of obtaining disjoint set of information covers. where 3=Pr{I OK,J .A}c5 Sort /V3j) for 1/3We note that our problem being a (K, e) coverage problem, 6 Loop a: 1 < a <i.v
in which (1, e) coverage (i.e., physical coverage) is a special 7 if si S for si C w5 and Sk C U

q for

case, is also NP-complete. Hence, we propose a heuristic to i, k 1, 2,. N and q = 1, 2,.. Uj1
obtain disjoint set information covers. We refer to the proposed 8 UU3Ww-9 end if
heuristic as disjoint set information covers (DSIC) algorithm, 10 end Loop a
which achieves longer lifetime than the EGEH algorithm in 11 St = St - {Si : Si U, i = 1,2,* * N
[12]. We explain the DSIC algorithm in the following. and q = 1,2, ,Uj}
A. Network 12 end Loop K

13 end Loop j

Consider a set of N homogeneous sensor nodes TABLE I
S = {S1, S2,. , SN} and a set of M targets T = STEP-I OF THE PROPOSED DSIC ALGORITHM

{Tl, T2,,.. , TM }, which are distributed randomly in a sens-

ing area. A target Ti can be sensed/monitored by a single
sensor only if that target falls inside the the physical coverage
range of that sensor. However, as described in the previous Now, Step-I of the proposed DSIC algorithm, which is given
section, sensors can collaborate to sense the target Ti, even if in pseudo-code form in Table I, essentially obtains Uj for j
Ti lies outside the physical coverage range of these sensors. 1, 2,. M. Some key steps in Step-I of the algorithm are
Let Kmax denote the maximum number of sensors allowed explained as follows.
to collaborate in sensing a target. Kmax 1 corresponds to Line 4: Line 4 in the algorithm generates all feasible
physical coverage. Let the operator B13 denote the cardinality information covers for a given target Ti and a given K, from
of set B (i.e., number of elements in set B). Let a set of sensor nodes St. The algorithm starts with St = S

C= {Ci,C2,... c } (4) for K = 1. W, = {<jl,...2- '.1 } denotes the set of
generated covers, where 0 < W <(1j ). For example, for

denote a disjoint set of information covers that cover all the the scenario in Fig. 1,
targets, where the jth information cover Ci, j 1, 2,... , C
denote a subset of S such that all targets can be information W = {(3i)} forK 1
covered by using all sensors in Cj, and Cjnck = for {(S2,S7)}forK = 2
j 7 k. W2 {(S5)} forK 1

B. Algorithm W3 {(S3, 85,86)} forK = 3.

We propose to obtain C, a disjoint set of information covers Line 5: For a given K, Line 5 arranges the elements of
in (4), using the proposed heuristic. The operation of the Wj for that K in the increasing order of their respective Q =
proposed DSIC heuristic can be divided in two steps. In Step- Pr{f K,j < A} values. For illustration purposes, consider an
I, disjoint set of information covers for each target in the example, where for K= 2
network is obtained. In Step-II, using the outcome in Step-
I, a disjoint set of information covers that can cover all the {Q=(S283), (8284), (83S5)}, (7)
targets is obtained. and let their corresponding Q values be i(52,53) = 0.93,

1) Step-I: In this step, we obtain a disjoint set of in- 3(s2,) = 0.81, Q(53s5) = 0.97. The sorting operation in
formation covers for each target. For a given target Tj, Line 5 in this case will result in
j 1,2,., M, let Uj denote the set of disjoint information
covers for target Ti such that V sorted {(S284), (3233), (83S5)}. (8)

i =~{U 2 .....Uj } (5) Lines 6 to 10: It is noted that the elements of WV need
U4-~ not be disJoint (e.g., sensor S3 iS common to two information

where uj,q=1 2,.. , lM , is the qth information cover of covers in the Wj in (8)). From these sorted set of non-disjoint
target Tj in lj,, and information covers for a given K, Lines 6-10 pick disjoint

information covers sequentially starting from the first element
ui n~ ui =5¢ forq #t r. (6) in the sorted Wj. The relevance of picking disjoint information
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coverssequentiallyfrom the sorted Wj is that we give first 14 Step-I1 of the proposed DSIC algorithmcovers sequentially from the sorted Wj is that we glve first 14 Initialize C = Ct = {X}
preference to covers having smaller Q values, which typically 15 Loop a, I < al < VI VI =iW{i }
are from the covers involving nodes far from the target. This 16 Loop a2 1 < a2 < V2 V2 = 2W{U }
preference enables the effective use of energy in far-away
nodes, which also results in improved network lifetime. In 17 Loop aM: <aM <lVM, VM = M W{7f}
addition, it also results in a larger number of disjoint covers 18 Mala2 ...aM ={vi 0v 20m0V1 }
(we will illustrate this using an example in the next section). 19 if Mala2... M covers all targets in IT

(we ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~20Ct =Ct [j Maila2 ...am
It is noted that Line 7 in the algorithm checks for the 21 end if

mutual-exclusive condition. In Line 8, the 1) operator is 22 end Loop am
used to denote inclusion of a set (e.g., wa) as an ele-
ment into another set (e.g., Uj). For example, if Uj = 23 end Loop a2
{(Sl), (S2, S4), (S3S7)} and Wa = (S5, S6), then u.LJji 24 endLoopal

Jj ~~~~~25Sort(Ct) for Tlc I7,mT=1, 2,.. ICtI
{(3i), (32, S4), (S3, S7), (S5, S6)}. 26 Loop m: 1< m < IctI

In the WV example in (8), the Lines 6-10 will pick disjoint 27 if Si :# Sk for si C c' and Sk E C ,

covers {(S2S4), (3S5)}. for i,k: = 1,2, ,N and r = 1, 2, , |C|28 C = CW c'
Line 11: In Line 11, the set of sensor nodes St is updated 29 end if

by removing those nodes which have already been used in the 30 end Loop m
disjoint covers in the previous iterations of K. This updated TABLE II
St is subsequently used in Line 4 in the iteration for K + 1. STEP-I OF THE PROPOSED DSIC ALGORITHM

Thus, at the end of Step-I of the algorithm, we get the
set of disjoint information covers for all the targets, i.e., Uj's
j=1,2, , M.

2) Step-II: The Step-Il of the algorithm in Table II takes IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
the Uj's, j 1, 2, ,M obtained from Step-I as the We evaluated the performance of the proposed DSIC al-
input, and generates a set of disjoint information covers gorithm through simulations. Here, we present the simulation
C {C1, C2, Cl }, where Ci can cover all the targets in results on the network lifetime achieved by the DSIC algo-
the network and ci cCk = for i :t k. rithm. We also compare this lifetime performance with that
We will explain the key steps in Step-Il by taking the achieved using EGEH algorithm.

following example. Consider two targets T1 and T2, and let A. Simulation Model
the Step-I give the following disjoint covers for targets T1 and
T2- We consider the following simulation model. A network

with 5 x 5 square sensing area is considered. The number
U1 = {(5), (S2, S4), (S3, S7), (S5, S6)} (9) of sensor nodes in the network considered include N =

U2 {f (S3), (S2, S4), (S5, S7), (S1,S6, S8)} (10) 10,20, 30. These sensor nodes are uniformly distributed in the
sensing area. The number of targets in the network considered
include M =1 to 5. Each sensor is provided with an initial

Line 15-24: These lines generate all combinations of ele- battery e o F0 2 Jes. As ino[14], we as that
mens o Ujs (.e, A0.,.2 ..O.Min he lgoitm) hatresltbattery energy of Eo = 2 Joules. As in [14], we assume thatments of UN 's (i.e., Maiaa a~y in the algorithm) that resulteahsnigortonw nasnorsacvtdtoeses

in information covers (not necessarily disjoint) that will cover 4 sJnsWe opassum than ener is consumed when th4 nJ. We also assume that no energy is consumed when theall targets in the network. sensor is not activated (i.e., left idle). In all the simulations, we
For the example of U1 and U2 in (9) and (10), VI = used the following parameter values - oa=l, physical coverage

fv ,v , ,VIV'} {(s),(S2,s4),(s3,s7),(5s,6),l}, V2= range R = 1, and E=0.683. The maximum number of nodes
{V7 V2 VV21} {(S3), (S2,S4), (S5,S7), (S1, 86,s 8), 5}- Several allowed to collaborate is taken to be Kmax= 1,2,3,4
combinations from elements of V1 and V2 can result in infor-
mation covers that can cover all targets. One such combination B. Performance Results
is v43V3 = (S5,S6) 0(S5,S7) = (s5,s6,s7). Such covers In Fig. 5, we illustrate the average network lifetime as a
are included in the set Ct {cJ, c , C' } (in Line 20), function of Kmax (the maximum number of sensors allowed to
where 0 < lCt < Vl IV2 VM I. In Line 25, elements of Ct collaborate) obtained from the simulations by averaging over
are sorted in the increasing order their respective cardinality, 100 different realizations of the network with 95% confidence
i.e., c'7,T = 1, 2, , Ct. Finally, Lines 26 to 28 pick the interval. The performance of both DSIC as well as EGEH
disjoint covers starting sequentially from the sorted set Ct. That algorithms are shown for N = 10, 20, 30. It is observed that
is, we give first preference to those covers with less sensors both the algorithms perform better than physical coverage (i.e.,
participating. Kmax= 1) - that is, due to information coverage, lifetime

For the example in (9) and (10), the final set of disjoint increases as Kmax is increased. However, this improvement
information covers that cover all targets i.e., T1 and T2 is saturates for large values of Kmax which can be expected
obtained as C ={(3i, 33), (32, 34), (35, s6, 37)}. (diminishing returns for increased Kmax). It is also observed
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that the proposed DSIC algorithm performs better than the 10
EGEH algorithm. The reason for this better performance can o N=10 DSIC

be attributed to the fact that EGEH returns covers which are 8 o N=20 DSIC
not disjoint whereas as DSIC returns disjoint covers. Since a * N30 DSIC
sensor can participate in more than one cover in EGEH, it ..6-o N=10 EGEH
can drain the battery power of those sensors participating in o N=20 EGEH
multiple covers sooner. This results in the network life to end * N=30 EGEH

c4-soon (i.e., covers become invalid due to lack of battery power
in sensors participating in multiple covers) even if some other > /
sensors may have power left in their batteries. Whereas in the 2- -.-.-.,
proposed DSIC, since the covers are disjoint, the energy in the

. ..,

sensors are fully used, resulting in longer network lifetime. 20
Also, a simple round-robin scheduling is adequate for DSIC 1 2 K 3 4

whereas a more elaborate scheduling is required for EGEH max

[12]. Fig. 5. Average network lifetime versus Kmax for N 10, 20, 30, M 1,
We illustrate the above observations with an example using 1,e= 0.683,R 1, Eo 2 J

Figs. 6 and 7. Consider the network with nodes and a target as
shown in Figs. 6 and 7. For this scenario, DSIC will return the
following four information covers {s,ls2,(S3,S4),(S5,S6)} s S2 Si.I S2
(see Fig. 6(a)). Note that all the above covers are disjoint.V
Whereas EGEH will return the following five information S4 S4g 4
covers {S1, S2, (S3, S4), (S5, S6), (S4, S6)} (see Fig. 6(b)). Al-
though EGEH 'greedily' returns more number of covers than S3 S5
DSIC, as can be seen, these covers are not disjoint (i.e., 5-
sensors S4 and S6 in EGEH are present in two covers). Further,
the 'equalization' part in Step-3 of EGEH, in order to make (a) DSIC (b) EGEH
the appearances (i.e., activation) of all sensors in the covers K Information covers
to be almost equal in a scheduling cycle, results in a more
involved activity schedule as shown in Fig. 7(b). In the EGEH Fig. 6. Illustration of information covers chosen by DSIC and EGEH.
schedule in Fig. 7(b), sensors s, and S2 are activated twice in
a scheduling cycle in order to almost equalize the number of
activations. Also, the network lifetime achieved in this EGEH can write
schedule can be computed to be 3.5 (using the formulation HDSIC [2NK___MK2 + NM+] logN (
in [12], which requires the LCM of certain weights of the HEGEH Kmax (M + 2)N2K_<x
covers which are proportional to the number of activations of From the above equation, it can be seen that
the sensors in those covers). On the other hand, the covers . f6rM+1 > 2Kmax
returned by DSIC, being disjoint, results in a simple round- fo + >K
robin schedule as shown in Fig. 7(a) is adequate. In addition, HDSI >
the network lifetime achieved here is 4. Thus, by preferring HEGEH
to i) use disjoint covers, and ii) use far-away nodes (e.g., in . for M + 1 < 2Kmax
Fig. 6(a), DSIC did not give preference to the nearby cover HDSIC
(S4, 86)), DSIC achieves better performance than EGEH. HEEH 1,

In Fig. 8, we illustrate the average network lifetime as a HEGEH
function of M, the number of targets in the network, for N and for M + 1 2Kmax
20, 30 and Kmax = 4. As the number of targets is increased, HDSIC logN
lifetime decreases, which is expected. Here again, DSIC is HEGEH Kmax (M + 2)
seen to achieve longer network lifetime than EGEH. From the above, it can be seen that the complexities of the

DSIC algorithm can be less or more than the EGEH algorithm
C. Computational Complexity depending on the values of N, M, and Kmax.

The observation made through an approximate worst case
In this subsection, we present a comparison of the compu- analysis in the above is also reflected in the complexities of

tational complexity of DSIC and EGEH algorithms. A worst the algorithms evaluated in the actual simulations. Figures
case analysis of the complexity for these two algorithms are 9 and 10 show the complexity of the algorithms obtained
presented in Appendix. Equations (16) and (21) in Appendix from the simulations by averaging over 100 different network
I give the worst case approximate complexity for DSIC and realizations. Figure 9 shows the complexity as a function of
EGEH algorithms, respectively. From Eqns. (16) and (21), we Kmax for 1 target (i.e., M =1) and N =10, 20, 30, whereas
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Fig. 10. Computational complexity versus Kmax obtained from simulations.Fig. 10 iS for 4 targets (i.e., M =4). From these figures, it can N =10, 20, 30, number of targets, M =4.
be observed that the complexity of one algorithm is more or
less than the other depending on the values of M (the number
of targets), Kmax (the maximum number of sensors allowed DSIC and EGEH algorithms, we showed that, there is a
to collaborate), and N (the number of sensors). It is noted cross-over between the complexities of these two algorithms
that the cross-overs between the resulting complexities of depending on the number of targets to monitor, the maximum
DSIC and EGEH algorithms seen in Figs. 9 and 10 essentially number of sensors allowed to collaborate, and the number of
corroborate with a similar observation we made earlier based sensors in the network.
on the approximate worst case complexity analysis.
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VI. APPENDIX HS3,egeh < (Km ) (19)
A. Complexity of the Proposed DSIC Algorithm Combining Eqns. (17), (18), and (19), we can write the worst
From the operations involved in Step-I of the DSIC algo- case complexity of the EGEH algorithm as

rithm given in Table I, the worst case computational complex- HEGEH . Hs1,egeh + HS2,egeh + HS3,egeh. (20)
ity in Step-I can be obtained as

Kmax [N (N 1 (N) Using the approximations used to simplify the DSIC complex-
Hs1,dsic ' M

N
[ ) + NK) log ity expression, we can simplify Eqns. (17), (18) and (19) to

K=1 ~~~~~~~~obtain

+ (N) K log NI. (12) HEGEH NK'ax Kmax [(K2axM +

Likewise, from the operations in Table II, the worst case + NKmax)logN+(M+2)NKrl]
complexity of in Step-Il can be obtained as Kmax(M + 2)N2Kax. (21)

HS2,di . (N +1)M + (N +1)M log(N +1)M
+ (N + 1)MN log N. (13)

Combining (12) and (13), the worst case complexity of the
proposed DSIC algorithm can be written as

HDSIC < Hsi,dsic + HS2,dsic. (14)
By bounding ZK,4 a (N) in (12) by Kmax (N) , and using a

simplifying approximation of (K) NK, which is a good
approximation for N > K/2, Eqn. (12) and hence Eqn. (14)
can be further simplified as

HDsIc NK-axMKmax [I + 2Kmax log N]

+(N+1)M[1+Mlog(N+ 1)

+NlogN]. (15)

For M << N (i.e., number of targets much smaller than
number of sensors), the above equation can be further ap-
proximated as

HDSIC 2NKma MKmax log N

+NM(M+N)logN

[2NKmaxMKmnax + N(M±1)] log N. (16)
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